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Thank you Subcommittee Chairman Doyle, Ranking Member Latta, Committee
Chairman Pallone, Ranking Member Rodgers, and Committee members for the
opportunity to testify on targeted reforms to increase social media accountability.
I direct the Digital Innovation and Democracy Initiative at the German Marshall
Fund of the U.S., where I am also a Senior Fellow. Previously, I served as United
States Ambassador to the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development.
I’d like to stress three points today:
1. The internet has changed dramatically since the mid-1990s when the rules of
the Internet were written for a fledgling medium. This policy framework
must be clarified for a new reality.
2. Section 230(c)(1) must be clarified so that it does not neuter other important
protections.
3. In addition, regulations must be updated to limit harms and protect free
expression.
The policy framework is out of date for the social media on which Americans
spend much of our lives.
Section 230, by immunizing service providers against suits directed at them as
publishers, was critical in allowing the internet to flourish as a permissionless
network of expression, commerce, and connection. Section 230(c)(2) remains
essential to encouraging service providers to screen and filter illegal, dangerous,
and objectionable third-party content.
However, the internet is no longer the decentralized system of message boards,
blogs, and hobbyist websites it was when 230 was enacted. Not only do social
media companies differ in scale from even large 20th century publishers --

Facebook has more members than most major religions – but their design makes
them an entirely different animal: 1
 They offer the most powerful advertising and organizing tools ever created.
 They use vast amounts of personal details to tailor the information users see
to entice them to stay online and take actions – which often means stressing
incendiary content.2
 They are not transparent to the public or users who do not know why they
are shown content or who is funding it.3
Meanwhile, the economy, politics, and society have moved online in ways never
imaginable. Facebook and Google now account for an astonishing half of
advertising dollars4 and teenagers may spend an average of three to four hours a
day on Instagram. 5
Significant harms flowing from the status quo are evident from a few examples:
A COVID conspiracy film pumped out by networked pages, influencers, and
algorithms was viewed more than 20mm times in only 12 hours before it
was taken down by all major platforms.6
 In two prominent 230 cases, families of victims of terrorists attacks alleged
terrorists used social media platforms to facilitate recruitment and commit
terrorism.7
 The Facebook papers show the deliberate use of algorithms to lead young
girls to content promoting anorexia and other harmful content impacting
mental health.8
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Unless Section 230 is clarified, it will neuter important existing protections.
Broad court interpretations of Section 230(c)(1) have immunized social media
platforms that provide “neutral tools” that magnify unlawful content. These have
removed incentives for more responsible behavior by large platforms; as revealed
in the Facebook papers, the company rejected employee ideas for changing design
flaws in order to limit algorithmic radicalization.9
In addition, outdated rules pose a national security risk when foreign agents and
terrorists can recruit, harass, and organize using these platforms. 10
The bills under consideration by this subcommittee would rightly peel back
immunity when social media platform design – such as nontransparent algorithmic
promotion or paid ads -- promotes the most egregious types of illegal content that
produce harms – including civil rights violations, international terrorism, physical
or severe emotional injury, stalking or harassment, international human rights
violations, and wrongful death.
In addition to clarifying immunity, regulator and enforcement agency
authorities must be updated as well.
While these clarifying changes can help bring accountability and improve
incentives, one-off lawsuits are a blunt instrument. There is not always a plaintiff
with standing to sue even when there is a societal harm. And companies lack
guidance about what is expected of them. For this reason, regulatory and
enforcement agencies are important to provide clarity.
The bipartisan Honest Ads Act would require the same transparency for online
campaign ads as are required on broadcast TV. 11 This should also include Know
Your Customer provisions so dark money groups are unmasked.
Updated Federal Trade Commission rules could enable it to take action against
deepfakes or fraudulent ads, require ongoing data to shed light on large platform
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practices -- the equivalent of a “black box flight data” recorder, like the data the
National Transportation Safety Board gets when a plane goes down -- and require
transparency for researcher audits. We shouldn’t need a whistleblower to access
data.
In addition, regulators could oversee platforms developing a best practices
framework for preventing illegal and egregiously tortious activity which they
would need to follow to enjoy Section 230 protections and that courts could refer
to in deciding if a company was negligent. This effort could be made consistent
with proposals in the EU draft Digital Services Act.
Mr. Chairman, it is essential to clarify these rules as more of our society moves
online. Otherwise, key protections our country takes for granted may become
irrelevant.

